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Evidence for the interaction between the free exciton and the F-centres in KI A. Nouailhat [2] . In the iodides, and particularly in KI, the free exciton emits a narrow luminescence band labelled resonant emission, the properties of which are well known (see for instance the references given in [3] [4] which, following ref. [1] could induce an increase in the F.E. emission due to an STE -+ F.E. transition. For the resonant emission observation, we use the experimental procedure described in ref. [3] . The instantaneous electron energy deposition rate is 1022 eV/cm-3 S-1. Laser, the 1.06 g emission of which is well adapted for the exciton absorption band in KI [4] . Then It is well known that the defects created by irradiation lead to resonant luminescence quenching [3] . Our results are well explained if we consider that the electronic transformation of a certain type of quenching centre brings about a decrease of this quenching effect, and also an increase of the signal IR. It appears that the F-centres are involved. F-centres are created in KI by irradiation at very low temperature [7] . They are very easily ionized by optical stimulation, the excited states being located in the conduction band [5] . No other simple defects (H, Vk, F, P+) have an absorption band corresponding to the stimulation spectrum range. Finally, the optical and thermal ionizations involve the F centre formation, the quenching effect of which for the exciton is known to be weak [8] . Then, if the interaction diameter R with free excitons is more important for F-than for F centres, the transformation F' -~ F leads to an increase of the resonant emission. We can note the fact that an annealing at 120 K, where the Vk centres are mobile [6] , does not cause any variation concerning the stimulation effect. This indicates a negligible quantity of Vk centres, according to [9] but not to [7] . The (Fig. 1) .
To conclude, it was not possible to demonstrate free-exciton formation by optical stimulation observing an effect in the resonant emission. In fact, the sensitivity of the free exciton to the defects is so large that for a very low concentration of defects, lower than 1016 cm-3, the resonant emission depends strongly on their presence. The study of the F.E. emission under optical pumping in the near infrared region has shown the existence of a strong interaction between the F.E. and a charged vacancy such as the F-centre.
